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A B S T R A C T

Attention is a critical cognitive function, allowing humans to select, enhance, and sustain focus on information of
behavioral relevance. Attention contains dissociable neural and psychological components. Nevertheless, some
brain networks support multiple attentional functions. In this study, we used the visual attentional blink (VAB) as
a test of the functional generalizability of the brain’s attentional networks. In a VAB task, attention devoted to a
target often causes a subsequent item to be missed. Although frequently attributed to limitations in attentional
capacity or selection, VAB deficits attenuate when participants are distracted or deploy attention diffusely. The
VAB is also behaviorally and theoretically dissociable from other attention tasks. Here we used Connectome-based
Predictive Models (CPMs), which associate individual differences in task performance with functional connec-
tivity patterns, to test their ability to predict performance for multiple attentional tasks. We constructed visual
attentional blink (VAB) CPMs, and then used them and a sustained attention network model (saCPM; Rosenberg
et al., 2016a) to predict performance. The latter model had been previously shown to successfully predict per-
formance across tasks involving selective attention, inhibitory control, and even reading recall. Participants (n ¼
73; 24 males) underwent fMRI while performing the VAB task and while resting. Outside the scanner, they
completed other cognitive tasks over several days. A vabCPM constructed from VAB task data (behavior and fMRI)
successfully predicted VAB performance. Strikingly, the network edges that predicted better VAB performance
(positive edges) predicted worse performance for selective and sustained attention tasks, and vice versa. Pre-
dictions from applying the saCPM to the data mirrored these results, with the network’s negative edges predicting
better VAB performance. The vabCPM’s positive edges partially yet significantly overlapped with the saCPM’s
negative edges, and vice versa. Many positive edges from the vabCPM involved the default mode network,
whereas many negative edges involved the salience/ventral attention network. We conclude that the vabCPM and
saCPM networks reflect general attentional functions that influence performance on many tasks. The networks
may indicate an individual’s propensity to deploy attention in a more diffuse or a more focused manner.
1. Introduction

Attention is a critical cognitive function, allowing humans to select,
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List of abbreviations

AAB – auditory attentional blink
AB – attentional blink
ANT – attention network test (a ¼ alerting, o ¼ orienting, c ¼

conflict)
ASART – auditory sustained attention to response task
CPM – connectome-based predictive model
DVARS – frame-to-frame intensity
FD – frame displacement
GradCPT – gradual-onset continuous performance task
LOOCV – leave-one-out cross validation
MB-EPI – multiband echoplanar imaging
NS – network strength
RAP – rapid auditory stream
RSFC – resting state functional connectivity
RSVP – rapid serial visual presentation
SA – sustained attention
VAB – visual attentional blink
VABresid – visual attentional blink residuals
VABFC – visual attentional blink task functional connectivity
VSART – visual sustained attention to response task
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components, however, some brain networks support attentional pro-
cessing across multiple domains (Asplund et al., 2010; Corbetta and
Shulman, 2002; Duncan, 2010; Tamber-Rosenau et al., 2013; Yeo et al.,
2015a). Recent studies using Connectome-based Predictive Models
(CPM) support this idea. In a CPM approach, individual differences in
behavioral performance are accounted for as a function of whole-brain
functional connectivity patterns, after which performance for novel in-
dividuals can be predicted from fMRI data (Shen et al., 2017). Such
predictions also apply across tasks. For example, a sustained attention
network model (saCPM) based on the gradual-onset continuous perfor-
mance task (gradCPT; Rosenberg et al., 2016a; Rosenberg et al., 2013)
could predict individual differences in performance for selective atten-
tion (Rosenberg et al., 2018), inhibitory control (Fountain-Zaragoza
et al., 2019), and reading recall (Jangraw et al., 2018).

The gradCPT’s saCPM identifies brain networks that support general
attentional abilities, but the scope and neurocognitive function of these
abilities remains unclear. Here we selected the visual attentional blink
(VAB) task to test the generalizability of attentional networks and to
better triangulate their related cognitive functions. In a VAB paradigm,
participants search for two items in a stream of distractors; they often fail
to perceive the second item, but only when it closely follows the first
(200–500ms) (Raymond et al., 1992). The VAB is critically dependent on
attention, as no deficit occurs when the first item is ignored. Individuals
differ in their VAB size (rate of second item detection failures), and these
differences are typically large and stable (Dale et al., 2013). Nevertheless,
VAB performance correlates only weakly with other attention tasks,
including those that involve sustained or selective attention (Skogsberg
et al., 2015). The VAB is often theoretically dissociated from these tasks
as well (Rensink, 2013, 2015; Skogsberg et al., 2015). As such, CPMs
based on the VAB task would allow us to draw inferences about shared
and dissociable neurocognitive functions across different tasks, including
those relevant to the VAB itself.

Numerous accounts have been developed to explain the VAB, and
these correspond to different possibilities for why individuals differ in
their VAB performance. One possibility is that individuals with better
selective attention abilities, such as more rapid re-engagement and/or
more effective distractor suppression, have smaller VAB deficits (Dux and
Marois, 2009). Many theories of the VAB reference such attentional
processes, including those that posit a temporary loss of control during
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which attentional filtering is disrupted (Di Lollo et al., 2005) or those that
argue for structural, bottleneck-like processing limitations (Chun and
Potter, 1995; Jolicoeur, 1998). The neural correlates of the VAB are also
consistent with attentional selection functions, as they include the pari-
etal and frontal components of the dorsal and ventral attention networks
(Corbetta and Shulman, 2002; Marois et al., 2000; Marois and Ivanoff,
2005). Many selective and sustained attention tasks activate similar re-
gions (Asplund and Chee, 2013; Corbetta and Shulman, 2002).

Another possibility is that VAB performance reflects different ten-
dencies in how attention is deployed. Intriguingly, VAB performance
sometimes improves when attention to its primary detection task is
reduced. Such reductions can be due to short-term manipulation (Olivers
and Nieuwenhuis, 2005, 2006), mental training (Slagter et al., 2007), or
dispositional factors (Dale and Arnell, 2010, 2015; Thomson et al.,
2015), each of which are thought to cause more diffuse or global atten-
tional deployment. These findings have led to the development of the
overinvestment hypothesis, in which the VAB results from too much
attention being allocated to the first target item; on this account, the VAB
represents a partially strategic error. Although broader allocation of
attention across space or time may alleviate VAB deficits, this allocation
does not appear to generally improve performance on attentional tasks.
For example, mind-wandering is associated with better VAB performance
(Thomson et al., 2015), but it has the opposite association for both sus-
tained and selective attention tasks (Gonçalves et al., 2017; Hu et al.,
2012; Robertson et al., 1997; Smilek et al., 2010).

A third possibility is that VAB performance reflects unique attentional
or non-attentional cognitive components. As introduced above, the VAB
correlates weakly with other attention tasks (Skogsberg et al., 2015). It
may involve different attentional processes, such as ‘attentional holding’
of a visual representation, as compared to selection of relevant infor-
mation via the ‘attentional filtering’ in many sustained and selective
attention tasks (Rensink, 2013, 2015). Neural correlates of individual
differences in VAB performance have been reported in the striatum,
where they have been interpreted to represent working memory updat-
ing (Slagter et al., 2012).

The VAB likely involves many cognitive factors and influences (Dux
and Marois, 2009), but which are reflected in individual differences of
brain network function? Do such network differences represent general
functions that are involved in many attentional tasks? To address these
questions using a CPM approach, we scanned 73 individuals while they
performed the VAB task and while they rested. Resting state data allowed
us to assess whether any predictive functional architecture persisted
when participants were not engaged in an attention-demanding task
(Finn et al., 2015; Rosenberg et al., 2016a; Yoo et al., 2017). Outside the
scanner, the same individuals completed cognitive tasks assessing sus-
tained attention, selective attention, and fluid intelligence, each of which
has been explored using the CPM approach (Finn et al., 2015; Rosenberg
et al., 2016a; Rosenberg et al., 2018). We then constructed a visual
attentional blink CPM (vabCPM), from which we could make and assess
predictions about the tasks. If a selective attentional capacity predicts
VAB performance, we might expect positive associations between
vabCPM predictions for behavior and observed performance in other
attention tasks. Conversely, if diffuse attentional tendencies predict VAB
performance, these associations may be non-significant or even negative.
Finally, if unique network properties predict VAB performance—indeed,
if successful prediction can be made at all–, no associations may be found
with other tasks. Network anatomy and comparisons to other models can
help to distinguish amongst these possibilities. For external validation,
we made and assessed predictions about our tasks, including the VAB,
using a sustained attention CPM (Rosenberg et al., 2016a). We then
investigated the networks associated with each model to better under-
stand their neural relationships and potential psychological functions.

2. Materials and methods

In order to explore the generalizability of attentional network



Table 1
Schedule of tasks and data used in analysis. Participants were encouraged to take
breaks between the tasks to prevent fatigue. With the exception of the Raven’s
Progressive Matrices test, each task was performed twice on non-successive days.
Task domains and tasks were as follows. Attentional Blink: Visual Attentional
Blink (VAB) and Auditory Attentional Blink (AAB). Sustained Attention: Visual
Sustained Attention to Response Task (VSART), Auditory Sustained Attention to
Response Task (ASART), and Gradual-onset Continuous Performance Task
(GradCPT). Selective Attention: Attentional Network Task (ANT). Fluid Intelli-
gence: Raven’s Progressive Matrices test (Raven’s).

Session Days after previous
session

Task Data used in
analysis

0 0 VAB (practice) N.A
1 3 to 14 Resting state FMRI

VAB (in scanner) FMRI, Behavior
ANT, VSART Behavior

2 1 AAB, GradCPT,
ASART

Behavior

3 1 ANT, VSART,
Raven’s

Behavior

4 1 AAB, GradCPT,
ASART

Behavior

5 1 to 10 VAB (in scanner) Behavior
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functions, the study included several days of behavioral and fMRI data
collection (section 2.1), during which participants completed multiple
tasks assessing attention and fluid intelligence (section 2.2). Many of
these tasks are conceptually linked to the visual attentional blink
(VAB), and many have also been studied themselves using
Connectome-based Predictive Modeling (Finn et al., 2015; Rosenberg
et al., 2016a; Rosenberg et al., 2018). FMRI data were acquired during
VAB task performance and during task-free rest (section 2.3). These
fMRI data were processed for functional connectivity analysis (section
2.4), after which a primary CPM was trained from the VAB behavioral
and fMRI data (vabCPM); this model was then used to predict per-
formance for each of the other tasks. Additional CPMs were con-
structed from the behavioral results and either VAB task or resting
state fMRI data (section 2.5). By considering two sources of fMRI data,
we could examine whether cognitive engagement with the VAB task
was necessary for predicting task performance; alternatively, the pre-
dictive functional networks could persist even at rest. We then applied
the sustained attention model (saCPM; Rosenberg et al., 2016a) to our
data (section 2.6), and compared each model’s pattern of predictions,
especially those from the vabCPM and saCPM. Finally, we calculated
the degree of overlap amongst the various CPMs (section 2.7) and
examined the anatomical locations and points of overlap for the
vabCPM and saCPM in an attempt to draw inferences about their
neurocognitive functions (section 2.8).
Table 2
Summary of behavioral metrics, including their task domain and a description of
their calculation. Raw values for ANTerr, ANTrtvar and ANTcert were re-coded
such that larger values indicated better task performance.

Task domain Metric Description

Attentional
Blink

VABresid Residuals from regressing out long-lag scores
from short-lag scores.AABresid

Sustained
Attention

VSARTdprime Dprime scores.
ASARTdprime
GradCPTdprime

Selective
Attention

ANTerr Mean error across all trials.
ANTrtvar SD/M of correct-trial RTs.
ANTaert Alerting network efficiency. No-cue RT minus

double-cue RT.
ANToert Orienting network efficiency. Center-cue RT

minus spatial-cue RT.
ANTcert Executive control network efficiency.

Incongruent RT minus congruent RT.
Fluid
Intelligence

RavensAcc Mean accuracy.
2.1. Experimental design

2.1.1. Participants
Eighty-two participants with self-reported normal or corrected-to-

normal vision and normal hearing were recruited from the National
University of Singapore (NUS) community. These individuals began a six-
session study that included numerous behavioral and neuroimaging
components, a subset of which are reported and analyzed here. Eight
participants did not continue with the experiment after the first practice
session (Session 0) and were excluded from the following analyses. One
participant who did not achieve a target discrimination score of 75% in
this session was also excluded. Thus, unless otherwise stated, the
following analyses included data from 73 participants (24 males) be-
tween the ages of 19–30 (M ¼ 22.25, SD ¼ 1.84). All participants pro-
vided written informed consent in accordance with a protocol approved
by the NUS Institutional Review Board and were reimbursed $10 per
hour for the behavioral-only sessions and $40 for each of the 90-min
fMRI sessions.

2.1.2. Stimulus presentation
All sessions took place either inside the MR scanner or in the labo-

ratory over a span of 3 weeks (see Table A.1 of Appendix A for complete
and detailed experimental protocol). Inside the scanner, stimuli were
presented at a viewing distance of 91 cm on a 32-inch LCD monitor
(NordicNeuroLab, Bergen, Norway) with a screen refresh rate of 60 Hz,
connected to a MacBook Air (OS 10.12.1) running PyschoPy (Peirce,
2007). Participants made responses using an MR-compatible button box.
In the laboratory, stimuli were presented at a distance of 57 cm on a
22-inch LCD monitor (Samsung SyncMaster 2233) with a screen refresh
rate of 60 Hz using an NVIDIA Quadro FX 3450/4000 SD graphics card
on Windows 7. Participants’ responses were captured on a standard
computer keyboard. Auditory stimuli were presented using PyschoPy
(Peirce, 2007) binaurally through Creative headphones.

2.1.3. Overview of task domains and specific tasks
The tasks in this study all investigated cognitive processing, primarily

different forms of attention (Table 1). Each task is detailed in section 2.2
below, organized by task domain. The task domains included the
Attentional Blink, Sustained Attention, Selective Attention, and Fluid
Intelligence.
3

2.2. Behavioral tasks and analyses

The paradigm of each behavioral task and the computation of the
corresponding scores are detailed below, organized by task domain, and
a summary of the behavioral metrics are provided in Table 2. To obtain
stable behavioral metrics across multiple sessions, we computed a ‘best
score’ for each task metric. When data was available across two different
sessions, the final score was averaged across both sessions; when data
was available only from a single session, the final score was set to that
session’s. The detailed breakdown for each metric can be found in the
relevant sections of section 2.2. Overall, 73 sets of ‘best score’ data were
available for all tasks, with the exception of the AAB task (n ¼ 71).

We assessed whether the distribution of ‘best scores’ for each metric
departed from normality using Jarque-Bera tests. As many normality
violations were found, we used Spearman correlations of the ‘best scores’
to compare each pair of tasks. For tasks with two sessions, we also
calculated test-retest reliability. Due to the aforementioned normality
violations, Spearman correlations were again used.

2.2.1. Attentional blink

2.2.1.1. Paradigm. Participants completed a visual attentional blink
(VAB) and an auditory attentional blink (AAB) task. They were designed
to be generally similar (Fig. 1). Both versions were built around a target



Fig. 1. Experimental paradigm for the visual attentional blink (VAB) task.
During each trial, participants identified a target and then detected a probe
within a stream of distractors, indicating the target identity and whether a probe
was present when prompted at the conclusion of the stream. The target was a
red letter, the probe was a white letter X, and distractors were other white
letters. The auditory attentional blink (AAB) task was similar, save targets were
complex tones, the probe was a high-pitched pure tone, and distractors were
other pure tones.
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discrimination and probe detection task, with each item embedded
within a stream of distractors. Our main task of interest is the VAB, for
which neuroimaging data was collected concurrently. For the AAB and
all other tasks, only behavioral data were collected.

For the VAB, each trial began with the presentation of a white fixation
cross (0.8� � 0.8�) for 500 ms, which became larger (1.0� � 1.0�) and
turned yellow for 750 ms before the start of the rapid serial visual pre-
sentation (RSVP) stream. The RSVP stream consisted of 16 items pre-
sented for 117 ms each (no gap between items). Stimuli consisted of
upper-case letters presented in Courier New Font on a dark gray back-
ground (Fig. 1). Participants searched the RSVP stream for a target and a
probe. Targets were red letters D or F, whereas the probe was a white
letter X. Distractors were white letters save D, F, X, I, L, O, and Q. No
items were repeated during each trial. A target appeared in every trial at
serial position 3, 4, or 5, whereas the probe appeared only in 75% of
trials. When present, the probe appeared at lags 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, or 9 relative
to the target. The first three lags were expected to be within the AB
window, whereas the last three were expected to be outside it. In a small
percentage of trials (14%), an irrelevant surprise stimulus (randomly
selected from a set of 24 grayscale male faces and 24 colorful objects) was
presented at lags 2 or 6 relative to the target, but as these surprise stimuli
are not relevant to this current study, trials containing surprises were
excluded from the following analyses and are not reported further.
4

At the end of the RSVP stream, participants were asked which target
was presented (D or F) and whether a probe was present. They responded
with the following mappings using a button box in each hand: D (left
middle finger), F(left index finger), probe present (right index finger) and
probe absent (right middle finger). A maximum of 2.9 s was given for
participants to respond, following which, no further responses were
recorded and the white fixation cross returned until the start of the next
trial. Failure to respond was rare: No session had more than 0.16% no-
target response trials or 0.64% no-probe response trials averaged
across participants, and no participant had more than 3.57% (target) or
4.17% (probe) no-response trials in any given session.

The timing between each trial was optimized for functional Magnetic
Resonance Imaging (fMRI). As such, it followed an exponential distri-
bution with a range of 1.25–10 s and mean of 3.75 s. Each session con-
tained six blocks of 28 trials each, with the trials presented in a
pseudorandom order. The 168 trials took approximately 40 min to
complete, including breaks. Before the main experimental blocks in each
session, each participant completed 3 practice blocks of 8 trials each. The
first block contained targets but no probes; the second block contained
probes but no targets; and the third block contained both.

For the AAB, targets were low-pitched or high-pitched complex tones
comprised of five log-related frequencies (794–1260 Hz, or 1349–2142
Hz), whereas the probe was a 4000 Hz pure tone. Distractors were 19
pure tones of log-related frequencies ranging from 697 to 2911 Hz. Sound
stimuli were adjusted to have equal mean absolute amplitudes, after
which the probe and distractor intensities were set to 45% and 30% of the
target intensity (~70 dB). These values were based on performance in
Obana, Lim, & Asplund (under review) and additional pilot tests. As in
the visual task, a small percentage of auditory trials (14%) contained an
irrelevant surprise stimulus, randomly selected from a set of 24 sounds
(including an alarm, a cough, and spoken letters), presented at lags 2 or 6
relative to the target. Again, surprise trials were not analyzed here. With
the exception of a change in stimuli, trial structure was identical to the
VAB.

Each trial began with a reminder of the target and probe sounds,
which were played for 110 ms each with a gap of 85 ms. After a wait of
750 ms, the rapid auditory (RAP) stream began. The RAP stream con-
sisted of 16 items, with each item presented for 110 ms, followed by a
silent gap of 7 ms. A white fixation cross (0.8� � 0.8�) was shown on the
screen throughout. At the end of the RSVP stream, participants were
asked which target was presented (low or high tone) andwhether a probe
was present. They responded with the following mappings using a button
box in each hand and within a time limit of 2.9 s: low tone (left middle
finger), high tone (left index finger), probe present (right index finger)
and probe absent (right middle finger). After each trial, there was a 750
ms gap.

Each session contained three blocks of 56 trials each, with the trials
presented in a pseudorandom order. The 168 trials took approximately
25 min to complete, including breaks. Before the main experimental
blocks in each session, each participant completed 3 practice blocks of 8
trials each. The first block contained targets but no probes; the second
block contained probes but no targets; and the third block contained
both. Before beginning each practice and task block of the auditory task,
participants could play the target and probe sounds as many times as
desired.

2.2.1.2. Attentional blink scores. Visual AB scores (VABresid) were ob-
tained from sessions 1 and 5, and the auditory AB scores (AABresid) were
obtained from sessions 2 and 4. Participants had to meet a minimum
target discrimination score of 75% for the VAB (letter D or F?) and 60%
for the AAB (high or low tone?). For the VAB, all 73 participants met the
target discrimination threshold in session 1 and seven participants did
not attend the second fMRI session (session 5). The best score was thus
averaged across two sessions for 66 participants, and across one session
for 7 participants, resulting in 73 sets of VAB scores. For the AAB, four
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participants did not meet the target discrimination threshold in session 2
and five did not meet the threshold in session 4. The best score was
averaged across two sessions for 66 participants, and across one session
for 5 participants, resulting in 71 sets of AAB scores (two participants did
not meet the threshold in both sessions).

The VAB and AAB deficits were calculated in the same way. For each
participant, we first computed the mean probe detection accuracy for
each lag condition, contingent upon correct identification of the target.
Probe detection accuracy scores were then averaged across short-lag
(lags 1, 2, or 3) and long-lag (lags 5, 7, 9) conditions. The former con-
dition was expected to be within the attentional blink window, whereas
the latter condition was expected to be outside it. The AB deficit was
computed by regressing out the long-lag scores from the short-lag scores
of each participant (short-lag scores ~ long-lag scores), and then saving
the residuals (MacLean and Arnell, 2012). Larger and positive values
indicated smaller attentional deficits, and thus better task performance.
Note that simply subtracting the short-lag from the long-lag scores yiel-
ded highly similar VAB deficit scores (r(71) ¼ 0.955).

2.2.2. Sustained attention tasks

2.2.2.1. Paradigm. To better understand VAB performance in relation to
different forms of attention and their neural underpinnings, we also ran
three sustained attention tasks. These paradigms included the visual and
auditory versions of the Sustained Attention to Response Task (SART;
Robertson et al., 1997), which we adapted from Seli et al. (2012), and the
Gradual-Onset Continuous Performance Task (GradCPT; Esterman et al.,
2013; Rosenberg et al., 2013). The SART has been frequently used to
examine moment-to-moment fluctuations of sustained attention,
requiring participants to make continuous responses to most stimuli but
withhold responses to a few. However, due to its trial-based structure,
which may provide a short ‘break’ between trials and not tax attention
sufficiently, the GradCPT was later designed to present images that
gradually transition from one to the next using a linear pixel-by-pixel
interpolation. The GradCPT has been shown to show reliable and large
interindividual variability amongst high-functioning young adults, such
as those in our sample (Rosenberg et al., 2016a; Rosenberg et al., 2013).

In the VSART, participants were presented single digits, one after
another, in the center of the display screen. They were asked to press the
spacebar if they saw a number from 1 to 9, but withhold their response if
they saw the number 3. Each digit was presented for 250 ms, followed by
an encircled “x”mask for 900ms. Digits were presented in Symbol font in
white, against a black background, at sizes 0.57�, 1.03�, 1.43�, 1.89�,
2.35� of visual angle. The order of the digits and their sizes were ran-
domized. Participants completed 675 trials (~13.5 min) in each session.

For the ASART, stimuli consisted of spoken single numbers. As in the
visual task, participants were asked to press the spacebar when they
heard the numbers 1 to 9, but to withhold their response if they heard the
number 3. The numbers were presented in random order, each for 250
ms, following by a pink noise mask of 900 ms. Throughout the experi-
ment, participants maintained fixation on a cross in the middle of the
display. Each session consisted of 675 trials (~13.5 min).

The GradCPT (Rosenberg et al., 2013) consisted of images that
gradually transitioned from one to the next using a linear pixel-by-pixel
interpolation (ISI ¼ 800 ms). Images consisted of 10 mountain and 10
city scenes, randomly presented with 10% and 90% probability,
respectively, without repeats in consecutive images. Participants were
instructed to press the spacebar when a city scene was presented, but to
withhold their response when a mountain scene was presented. To tax
sustained attention sufficiently, the GradCPT was performed in a single
block over a relatively long duration (15 min).

2.2.2.2. Sustained attention scores. D-prime values were computed for
the VSART, ASART and GradCPT, with larger values indicative of better
performance in sustained attention. VSART scores (VSARTdprime) were
5

obtained from sessions 1 and 3, ASART scores (ASARTdprime) were
obtained from sessions 2 and 4, and GradCPT scores (GradCPTdprime)
were obtained from sessions 2 and 4. For all sustained attention scores,
the best score was averaged across two sessions for 73 participants.

2.2.3. Selective attention tasks

2.2.3.1. Paradigm. To understand the AB’s relationship to other selec-
tive attention tasks and their neural underpinnings, we also employed the
Attentional Network Task (ANT), by Fan et al. (2002). This paradigmwas
designed to test three separable components of selective attention:
alerting, orienting and executive control (Posner and Petersen, 1990)
within a single experimental session. Stimuli consisted of 5 black lines
(some with arrowheads) arranged horizontally in a row, against a gray
background. The target, always an arrow in the center, was flanked on
each side by (i) two arrows pointing in the same direction as the target
(congruent condition), (ii) two arrows pointing in the opposite direction
from the target (incongruent condition), or (iii) two black lines without
arrowheads (neutral condition). Each line or arrow measured 0.55�

horizontally, and the space between two adjacent objects measured
0.06�. To trigger attention orienting, all stimuli were presented either
1.06� above or below a central fixation cross. Participants were asked to
keep their eyes fixated on the fixation cross and respond whether the
target was pointing right or left.

Each trial started with a central fixation cross (400–1600 ms), fol-
lowed by a warning cue (100 ms), a second central fixation cross (400
ms), and finally, the stimuli consisting of target and flankers presented
either above or below a central fixation cross. Target and flankers were
presented for 1700 ms, or until a response was made, whichever was
shorter. A fixation cross was then presented until the end of trial (4000
ms after the first fixation period). For the warning cue, four types of cues
were presented: (i) no cue (a central fixation cross, similar to that pre-
sented during the first and second fixation period, was presented), (ii) a
center cue (an asterisk was presented in the center, thus alerting the
participant to the impending stimuli presentation), (iii) double cue (two
asterisks were presented above and below a central fixation cross, at both
possible locations of the target), and (iv) a spatial cue (an asterisk was
presented at the impending location of the target). Participants
completed 3 blocks of 96 trials (4 cue conditions x 2 target locations x 2
target directions x 2 repetitions), with trials presented in random order.
The entire task lasted about 30 min.

2.2.3.2. Selective attention scores. To measure overall task performance
in the ANT task, we computed the mean error rate (ANTerr) across all
trials and the intra-individual variability of RTs (ANTrtvar) for each
participant. Intra-individual RT variability was computed as the standard
deviation divided by mean of correct-trial RTs. Arguably, this metric is a
more sensitive measure of task performance than mean error rate
(Rosenberg et al., 2018; Wojtowicz et al., 2012), with higher RT vari-
ability being linked to lower accuracy in ANT tasks (Adolfsdottir et al.,
2008; Lundervold et al., 2011).

We also calculated metrics for each attentional network in the ANT,
which putatively reflect their efficiencies. To do so, we compared the RTs
between different trial conditions for each participant (Fan et al., 2002;
Rosenberg et al., 2018). For the alerting network, efficiency was
computed by subtracting the mean RT of double-cue condition from the
mean RT of the no-cue condition (ANTaert). Larger values would indicate
faster responses due to the cue and thus better task performance. For the
orienting network, efficiency was computed by subtracting the mean RT
of spatial-cue condition from the mean RT of the center-cue condition
(ANToert), thus larger positive values would also imply faster responses
due to the cue and better task performance. For the executive control
network, efficiency was computed by subtracting the mean RT of the
congruent condition from the mean RT of the incongruent condition
(ANTcert). In this case, smaller values would imply less interference by
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the flanker arrows and better task performance. For all computations of
efficiency with RTs, only trials with correct responses were included.

For easier comparisons with the other behavioral measures, we re-
coded the raw values of mean error (ANTerr), RT variability (ANTrt-
var), and executive control efficiency (ANTcert), multiplying them by�1
such that larger values would also imply better task performance. ANT
scores were obtained from sessions 1 and 3. For all selective attention
scores, the best score was averaged across two sessions for 73
participants.

2.2.4. Fluid intelligence task

2.2.4.1. Paradigm. As a final comparison domain for understanding VAB
performance and the associated neural underpinnings, wemeasured fluid
intelligence. Participants completed a shortened, nine-item version
(Form A; Bilker et al., 2012) of the original 60-item Raven’s Standard
Progressive Matrices (Raven et al., 1998). The task consists of pattern
matching questions designed to measure abstract reasoning skills, and it
has been typically used in clinical settings as a non-verbal test of fluid
intelligence. The task was completed on a laboratory computer, and there
were no response time limits. On average, participants took 3.7 min to
complete the task.

2.2.4.2. Fluid intelligence scores. Accuracy scores for the nine-item Ra-
ven’s test (RavensAcc) were computed for each participant, with higher
scores implying better performance. As this test was only administered in
Session 3, scores from this session were used as the best score for fluid
intelligence (N ¼ 73).
2.3. MRI data collection and initial processing

2.3.1. Acquisition
MRI data were acquired at the Clinical Imaging Research Centre

(Singapore) on a Siemens 3T MAGNETOM PrismaMRI scanner (Siemens,
Erlangen, Germany) with a 32-channel head coil. Scanning parameters
were adapted from the Human Connectome Project (HCP), and they were
chosen to ensure that full-brain coverage, including the cerebellum, was
achieved for each participant. MRI data were acquired in Sessions 1 and 5
of the study, with the first session’s data analyzed here. Each fMRI session
started with a 5-min anatomical localizer scan, followed by four 8-min
resting-state scans, six 5.25-min task-based (VAB task) scans, and a 5-
min anatomical scan. During the resting-state runs, participants were
asked to maintain fixation at a cross displayed in the center of the screen.

2.3.2. Imaging parameters
A 3D high-resolution (1 mm � 1 mm x 1 mm) T1-weighted MPRAGE

pulse sequence was used to obtain whole-brain anatomical images for
each participant, allowing for subsequent normalization to standard
space. For each participant, 128 1-mm thick contiguous sagittal slices
(0.5 mm skip; 1 � 1 mm in-plane resolution) were acquired. Other
scanning parameters included a repetition time (TR) of 2300 ms, an
effective echo time (TE) of 2.22 ms, a flip angle (FA) of 8� and 260 mm
field of view.

Functional MRI data were acquired with a multiband echoplanar
imaging (MB-EPI; CMRR release R2015; Feinberg et al., 2010; Moeller
et al., 2010; Xu et al., 2013) sequence with a MB acceleration factor of
8.768 whole-brain images were obtained for each resting-state run while
504 images were acquired for each task-based run. T2*-weighted images
were acquired using a TR of 625 ms, a TE of 33.2 ms and FA of 50�.
Interleaved slices (imaging matrix¼ 64� 64) were collected using a 220
mm field of view, with slice thickness at 2.50 mm (no gap). The effective
voxel size was thus 2.5 � 2.5 � 2.5 mm3.

2.3.3. Preprocessing
Both task and localizer data were pre-processed using a previously
6

published pipeline for functional connectivity analyses (Li et al., 2019;
Kong et al., 2019) publicly available at https://github.com/ThomasYeo
Lab/CBIG/tree/master/stable_projects/preprocessing/CBIG_fMRI_Pre
proc2016. For each participant, cortical reconstruction was first per-
formed using Freesurfer’s recon-all tool. Subsequent pre-processing steps
across resting-state and task-based runs were the same, except when
mentioned otherwise. First, the initial four frames from each run were
removed to aid with BOLD signal stabilisation. Motion correction using
FSL’s MCFLIRT was then applied such that runs with more than 50% of
the frames exceeding a motion threshold were discarded to ameliorate
any contributions of head motion. The motion threshold was defined as
frame displacement (FD) > 0.2 mm and frame-to-frame intensity
(DVARS) > 75 (Power et al., 2012). From this step, one task-based run
(and no resting-state runs) was removed from our data. FSL’s bbregister
function was used for intrasubject registration of the T1 anatomical im-
ages to the T2*-weighted images. The best run for each subject was used
as the registration file across all functional runs. Subsequently, motion
parameters and their derivatives, linear trends, as well as the global
whole brain signal, the white matter signal, the cerebral spinal fluid
signal (whose masks were obtained from the cortical reconstruction
step), were regressed out. Frames with excessive motion, identified
earlier on, were interpolated over (Power et al., 2014), and a temporal
filter was applied to retain frequencies between 0.009 and 0.08 Hz. The
resulting BOLD signal was projected to fsaverage6 surface space and
spatially smoothed with an isotropic Gaussian kernel of 6 mm (FWHM).
For task-based runs, we removed task-related co-activation effects via
regression. Regressors were constructed by convolving the hemodynamic
response function (gamma function) and its derivative with trial onsets in
the long-lag, short-lag, surprise, and no-target conditions (see section
2.2.1). The eight resulting time-series were regressed out with the global,
WM, and CSF signals in the regression step described above. Conse-
quently, the remaining signal reflected the cognitive state induced by
engaging with the task (Fair et al., 2007; Tran et al., 2018).

2.4. Functional connectivity

2.4.1. Functional connectivity matrices
Functional connectivity was evaluated in fsaverage6 surface space for

400 cortical regions (Schaefer et al., 2017) and in MNI152 volumetric
space for 19 subcortical regions (including the brain stem, and the left
and right hemispheres of the accumbens area, amygdala, caudate, cere-
bellum, ventral diencephalon, hippocampus, pallidum, putamen, and
thalamus), with a total of 419 parcellations. For each run, the mean time
course of all the parcellations were correlated using Pearson’s product
moment correlation, resulting in a 419 (rows) x 419 (columns) correla-
tion matrix, with (419 � 419–419)/2 ¼ 87,571 unique values. Each cell
in the correlation matrix represents a functional connection (edge) be-
tween a pair of parcellations. Fisher r-to-z transformation was applied to
increase normality (Van Dijk et al., 2010). For each participant,
Fisher-transformed matrices for all four resting-state scans and all six
task-based scans were averaged separately, forming two functional con-
nectivity (FC) matrices: Visual Attentional Blink task FC (VABFC) and
resting-state FC (RSFC).

2.4.2. Motion control
Head motion during fMRI acquisition can confound functional con-

nectivity analyses. As we observed some correlations between head
motion and behavioral performance (see Table B.1 and B.2 in Appendix
B), we adapted motion control procedures from Rosenberg et al. (2018)
to remove FC edges that were correlated with motion. For each partici-
pant, we measured the following five motion parameters from their
resting-state and task-based scans: (i) maximum displacement, (ii)
maximum rotation, (iii) mean frame-to-frame displacement, (iv) mean
frame displacement relative to the first frame (FD), and (v) mean
frame-to-frame intensity (DVARS). Spearman’s rank correlation was
computed across participants between each edge in the FC matrix and

https://github.com/ThomasYeoLab/CBIG/tree/master/stable_projects/preprocessing/CBIG_fMRI_Preproc2016
https://github.com/ThomasYeoLab/CBIG/tree/master/stable_projects/preprocessing/CBIG_fMRI_Preproc2016
https://github.com/ThomasYeoLab/CBIG/tree/master/stable_projects/preprocessing/CBIG_fMRI_Preproc2016
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each motion parameter. To be roughly comparable with Rosenberg et al.
(2018), in which 72.7% of edges remained after controlling for motion,
we removed edges where r > 0.275 (two-tailed p < .02), leaving 69,617
edges, or 79.50% of the initial 87,571 edges. Edges were removed from
both VABFC and RSFC if they met the criteria for removal in either FC
matrix. We found that the CPM results were highly similar when a more
liberal threshold (p< .05) was used for edge exclusion, even though only
52,873 edges (60.38% of the original total) remained in this case.

2.5. Connectome-based Predictive Models (CPM)

2.5.1. General approach
We adapted the Connectome-based Predictive Model (CPM) approach

(Finn et al., 2015; Rosenberg et al., 2016a; Rosenberg et al., 2018; Shen
et al., 2017) to predict individual differences in behavior from functional
connectivity information (Fig. 2). In the following section, we first
describe our CPM procedure and then summarize our different models.
Data from all 73 participants were included in these analyses (71 for
models involving the AAB score, AABresid).

2.5.1.1. Model training. We first selected an FC matrix (i.e., VABFC or
RSFC) and a behavioral score (e.g., VABresid). As part of the leave-one-
out cross-validation procedure (Fig. 2a), we then set aside the data for
one participant as test data and proceeded to train the model on the
remaining data (n ¼ 72). To identify edges that most strongly correlated
with behavior, we computed Spearman’s rank correlations between each
unique edge in the FC matrix and the behavioral score across 72
Fig. 2. Procedure for Connectome-based Predictive Model (CPM) construction in th
ferences in behavior from functional connectivity information. (a) Functional conn
calculated. One pair was held out of model construction for each round of leave-on
edges were correlated with behavior across participants. (c) Edges that correlated mos
edges were summed separately for positive and negative network edges, yielding tw
(rank) network strengths to (rank) behavioral scores was computed. (f) The model wa
After repeating steps a-f for each participant, the model was evaluated by correlatin
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participants (Fig. 2b), yielding 69,617 Spearman’s rho values (rs). Edges
positively related to behavior (positive network edges) were identified as
those whose rs was greater than a pre-defined threshold, rthreshold, and
edges negatively related to behavior (negative network edges) were
defined as those whose rs was less than -rthreshold (Fig. 2c). Next, we
computed network strengths (NS) for each participant by summing up
values in their individual FC matrices across all positively and negatively
correlated edges (Fig. 2d), resulting in 72 sets of positive NS and negative
NS values. Subsequently, we converted the positive NS, negative NS, and
behavioral scores to rank space by ordering them according to partici-
pants’ values. Finally, we formulated a multiple linear regression model
(Fig. 2e) with positive NS rank and negative NS rank as independent
variables and behavioral rank as the dependent variable i.e., Behavior
(rank) ~ NSpositive (rank) þ NSnegative (rank).

2.5.1.2. Model test. We proceeded to predict the behavioral score (in
rank space) of the test participant (Fig. 2f) by applying the training model
to his/her FC matrix. Using the same positive and negatively correlated
edges identified from training, positive NS and negative NS were first
computed by summing up values in the FC matrix across the respective
edges. Following this step, positive and negative NS values of the test
participant were ranked against the relevant NS values of the training
participants, and entered into the multiple linear regression model to
predict a behavioral rank.

2.5.1.3. Model evaluation. As part of the leave-one-out cross-validation
procedure, the above training and prediction steps were repeated on all
e current study (adapted from Shen et al., 2017). CPMs predict individual dif-
ectivity matrices and a behavioral score of interest for each participant were
e-out cross-validation (LOOCV; Webb et al., 2011). (b) Functional connectivity
t strongly, either positively or negatively, were selected. (d) Values from selected
o network strengths for each participant. (e) A linear regression model relating
s tested on a novel, out-of-sample participant (the individual left out in step (a)).
g the predicted behavioral scores with the actual scores.
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participants (N ¼ 73) such that each participant was left out of training
once, resulting in 73 sets of predicted behavioral ranks. To measure the
predictive power of the model, we obtained correlations between the
predicted and observed values, controlling for motion (Rosenberg et al.,
2018). To this end, partial Spearman’s rank correlation was computed
between predicted and observed behavioral ranks, with the motion pa-
rameters (see section 2.4.2 on Motion control) included as covariates.
Where FC matrices were different for training and test, motion parame-
ters from both the resting-state and task-based scans were included (i.e.,
ten covariates); where the same FC matrix was used, only motion pa-
rameters from the relevant scan were included (i.e., five covariates).
P-values for model evaluation were left uncorrected, as most of the
comparisons represented planned replications of previous work, and the
pattern of predictions across tasks was more informative than single
model predictions. For other neuroimaging-based statistical tests, we
corrected for multiple comparisons, as detailed in the respective Results
sections (see section 2.4 Functional connectivity and section 2.7 Network
overlap).

2.5.2. CPMs constructed using the present dataset
For each of the eleven behavioral scores (e.g., VABresid, AABresid,

VSARTdprime, etc.), we repeated the CPM procedure to train and test
four different types of models. Two model types incorporated a vabCPM
that was trained using FC information and behavioral responses acquired
from the main VAB task (i.e., VABFC and VABresid). This vabCPM was
then used to predict behavioral performance of novel participants
(tested) using either their VAB task (VABFC; Model type A), or their rest
(RSFC; Model type B) FC information. With these models, we sought to
identify attentional networks that were predictive of good VAB perfor-
mance (positive network) and poor VAB performance (negative
network), and then to determine whether these networks generalized to
make predictions about other tasks. Two other model types (task-specific
model variants) were trained using task-specific behavioral data and
either VAB task (VABFC; Model type C) or rest (RSFC; Model type D)
information. Behavioral performance was then predicted from the same
type of FC data that was used during training. With these models, we
tested whether predictive networks for each task could be predicted from
FC data that was unrelated to that task; any such predictive networks
would be useful for identifying and comparing the edges that are pre-
dictive of performance on a given task.

2.5.2.1. Model type A (train on VABFC and VAB behavioral data, predict
with VABFC data). For training, the functional connectivity matrix
VABFC and behavioral score VABresid were used to select edges and form
the linear model (vabCPM). For test, the training model was applied to
the VABFC matrix of the left-out participant. For evaluation, the pre-
dicted behavior from the leave-one-out procedure was correlated with
the behavioral score from a selected task. Note that both Models type A
and B rely on the same vabCPM, whose network edges were then
examined in further detail.

2.5.2.2. Model type B (train on VABFC and VAB behavioral data, predict
with RSFC data). As in the previous model, VABFC and VABresid were
used for training, but for test, the training model was applied to the RSFC
matrix of the left-out participant. For evaluation, the predicted behavior
was correlated with the behavioral score from a selected task.

2.5.2.3. Model type C (train and test on VABFC data). During training,
VABFC and the behavioral score from a selected task were used to form
the model. During test, the training model was applied to VABFC of the
left-out participant. For evaluation, the predicted behavior was corre-
lated with the observed score of the selected task.

2.5.2.4. Model type D (train and test on RSFC data). For training, the
functional connectivity matrix RSFC and the behavioral score from a
8

selected task were used to form the model. For test, the training model
was applied to the RSFC of the left-out participant. During evaluation, the
predicted behavior was correlated with the observed score of the selected
task.

2.5.2.5. Controls. For the primary analyses in the study, we imple-
mented the CPM procedure using edge selection cutoffs (rthreshold ¼
0.232, p ¼ .05) previously used in Rosenberg et al. (2018). As an
exploratory control, we also investigated whether our predictions were
reasonably stable across edge selection cutoff values. To do so, we
repeated the leave-one-out cross-validation procedure with rthreshold
ranging from 0.005 to 0.5, in steps of .005. Thus, in total, the CPM
procedure was repeated (11 behavior x 4 models � 101 edge selection
thresholds) 4444 times.

As p-values from LOOCV procedures can be biased, we verified the
significance of our models using permutation testing (Shen et al., 2017).
A null distribution with 1000 iterations was generated for each rthreshold.
For each iteration, we randomly shuffled participants’ behavioral scores
and repeated the prediction steps above. P-values (uncorrected for this
exploratory analysis) were computed as the proportion of permutation rs
with values greater than the observed rs.
2.6. External sustained attention CPM

To compare our predictions and networks with another attention-
related model, we applied the Sustained Attention CPM (saCPM;
Rosenberg et al., 2016a) to our FC data. The saCPM was constructed
using FC data computed with 268 parcellations (Shen et al., 2013). As our
FC data was computed with 419 parcellations (Schaefer et al., 2017), we
transformed the Shen parcellations to Schaefer parcellations in MNI152
space (91 � 109 � 91, 2 mm voxels). For each Shen parcellation, we
located the corresponding Schaefer parcellation at a corresponding
spatial location, excluding those that accounted for less than 10% of the
voxels in the Shen parcellation. Next, we mapped the saCPM edges in the
following way: if Shen parcellation Amapped to Schaefer parcellations 1,
2, and 3 and Shen parcellation C mapped to Schaefer parcellations 7 and
8, a functional connection (edge) between Shen parcellations A and C
would be mapped to Schaefer edges 1–7, 2–7, 3–7, 1–8, 2–8, and 3–8. As
before, edges that were removed previously due to motion were also
removed in the mapped saCPM edges.

We computed network strengths by taking the dot product between
the saCPM’s network edges and our FC matrix (VABFC or RSFC), and
entered the result into a linear model: Behavior ~ NSpositive þ NSnegative.
Note that these were motion-controlled FCs (69,617 edges), but during
evaluation, we did not implement partial correlation with motion pa-
rameters as co-variates, following Rosenberg et al. (2016a). As the saCPM
model was trained using FC data and dprime scores acquired during the
GradCPT task, predicted scores from the model were also dprime scores.
We evaluated the result of applying the saCPM to our FC data by
computing Spearman’s rank correlation between the predicted scores
and the scores from each of our behavioral tasks.
2.7. Degree of overlap between predictive network pairs

To better understand the relationships across CPMs, we calculated the
percentage of network overlap for model pairs. First, for each model, we
identified edges that were common across all iterations of the leave-one-
out procedure; we reasoned that these edges were most representative of
the model. For each pair of models, we expressed the number of edges in
common percentages of the number of edges in each model, and we then
computed the average of the two percentages. These percentages were
calculated separately for positive-positive, negative-negative, positive-
negative, and negative-positive network overlaps.

To statistically assess whether the edges for each pair of models
significantly overlapped, we used the hypergeometric cumulative density
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function to determine the probability of drawing up to x out of K possible
items with n drawings without replacement, from a population of size M
(Rosenberg et al., 2016b). The procedure was implemented with the
hygecdf function in (MATLAB, 2014), as p¼ 1 – hygecdf(x,M, K, n), with
x as the number of overlapping edges, M as the total number of edges, K
as the number of edges from one model, and n as the number of edges
from the other model. To control for multiple comparisons, FDR
correction was applied across the complete set of tests (Benjamini and
Hochberg, 1995).

2.8. Anatomical locations of network edges

To determine the anatomical locations of network edges and the
overlaps between the vabCPM and saCPM networks, we first grouped the
419 parcellations into network groups. The parcellations were matched
to 17 network labels (Yeo et al., 2011), from which they were aggregated
into eight cortical groups (Yeo et al., 2015b) and a subcortical group. For
each pair of network groups (e.g. Visual and Salience/Ventral Attention),
we computed the number of connections (network edges) between them.
We then reported this value as a percentage of the total number of
possible connections between that pair of network groups.

2.9. Data and code availability

In compliance with the requirements of the funding organizations, the
specific analysis code is not available for distribution; general CPM
implementations (Shen et al., 2017) and the preprocessing pipeline (see
section 2.3.3) are freely available. The behavioral and neuroimaging data
are available upon direct request. Sharing and re-use of data require the
expressed written permission of the authors, as well as clearance from the
relevant Institutional Review Boards. The vabCPM network edges are
also available upon direct request.

3. Results

In the sections below, we first report the behavioral results, including
metric consistency and pairwise relationships across tasks (section 3.1).
We then present the fMRI-based functional connectivity matrices (section
3.2). These behavioral and imaging data were used to construct multiple
Connectome-based Predictive Models (CPMs), each of which links indi-
vidual differences in functional connectivity to behavioral outcomes. We
report the behavioral predictions based on models derived from the
present dataset, including the visual attentional blink model (vabCPM) of
primary interest (section 3.3). For external validation, we then present
the behavioral predictions based on the saCPM, a model of sustained
attention (Rosenberg et al., 2016a, section 3.4). After comparing the
pattern of predictions, we compare the degree of edge overlap across the
predictive networks to assess their spatial (and likely neurocognitive)
similarity (section 3.5). Finally, we consider the anatomical locations of
Table 3
Summary of behavioral data. Test-retest reliability (Spearman correlations across sessio
indicated significant departures from normality, supporting the use of rank correlati
correction for multiple comparisons was applied across these tests. All p-values are ba
subsequently reversed so that larger values would indicate better task performance a

Task domain Metric Mean SD

Attentional Blink VABresid 0.003 0.21
AABresid 0.001 0.11

Sustained Attention VSARTdprime 3.469 0.77
ASARTdprime 3.187 0.79
GradCPTdprime 2.844 0.65

Selective Attention *ANTerr (% incorrect) 2.463 2.22
*ANTrtvar (s) 0.147 0.03
ANTaert (s) 0.074 0.02
ANToert (s) 0.04 0.01
*ANTcert (s) 0.129 0.03

Fluid Intelligence RavensAcc (% correct) 82.5 15.1
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vabCPM network edges, saCPM network edges, and their overlap (section
3.6).

3.1. Behavioral performance

Scores for the different behavioral metrics are provided in Table 3.
For the main visual attentional blink (VAB) task, we found a robust
attentional blink in each session, with substantially impaired probe
detection performance for the shorter lags (1, 2, 3) but not the longer lags
(5, 7, 9) (Fig. 3). For subsequent individual differences analyses, the VAB
deficit was defined as short-lag performance when controlling for long-
lag performance (see section 2.2), a definition the results supported.
An AAB was also evidenced, though it was both smaller and less robust
across sessions.

3.1.1. Test-retest reliability
Test-retest reliability was high for most metrics, and their ranges were

reasonable (Table 3). Jarque-Bera tests of normality revealed that several
behavioral scores were not normally-distributed (see relevant plots in
Fig. 4). Hence we adopted non-parametric approaches in our subsequent
analyses and models.

3.1.2. Pairwise correlations across behavioral scores
To examine how behavioral performance was related across the

various tasks, we computed Spearman’s rank correlations between each
pair of behavioral scores (Fig. 4). Significant correlations were primarily
found within a given attentional domain. The three measures of Sus-
tained Attention (VSARTdprime, ASARTdprime and GradCPTdprime)
were significantly correlated, as were the primary measures of Selective
Attention (ANTerr and ANTrtvar) and some of their component mea-
sures. Many of these metrics were significantly correlated, positively and
negatively, across the Sustained and Selective Attention task domains as
well. The significant correlations with the alerting (ANTaert) and ori-
enting (ANToert) metrics are surprising, though these relationships
disappear when the effect of overall RT is removed through regression
(data not shown); the negative direction of these relationships is likely
due to our metric definitions (see section 2.2.3.2). Attentional Blink
(VABresid and AABresid) and Fluid Intelligence (RavensAcc) metrics
generally were not significantly correlated with other metrics.

3.2. Functional connectivity

Task and resting state fMRI data have often been acquired and studied
independently, but recent research has found their intrinsic connectivity
to be broadly similar (Cole et al., 2014; Smith et al., 2009; Tavor et al.,
2016). Nevertheless, task-induced brain states may enhance neural ac-
tivity in networks of interest, thereby improving the predictions from
CPMs (Finn et al., 2017; Tran et al., 2018). To assess and compare
network connectivity during the VAB task and during rest, we plotted
ns) was high for most metrics and significant for all (ps< .002). Jarque-Bera tests
ons. Because we sought to identify any potential departures from normality, no
sed on two-tailed tests. Metrics are presented before re-coding. Metrics that were
re marked with an asterisk (*). N ¼ 73 for all metrics except AABresid (N ¼ 71).

Range Reliability (rs) Jarque-Bera (p)

3 [-0.577, 0.356] 0.75 .126
8 [-0.412, 0.274] 0.38 .002

[1.016, 5.256] 0.54 .077
5 [0.364, 5.127] 0.62 .004
5 [1.607, 4.359] 0.65 .144
2 [0, 11.111] 0.66 .001
5 [0.088, 0.24] 0.65 .058
2 [0.02, 0.138] 0.42 .447
7 [0, 0.085] 0.36 .500

[0.078, 0.207] 0.74 .100
5 [22.22, 100] – .001



Fig. 3. Accuracy scores (probe hit rates) for the VAB and AAB. Note the substantial impairment for the short target-probe lags (1, 2, and 3) in each session, especially
for the VAB. Error bars represent standard error of the mean (SEM).
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group-averaged functional connectivity (FC) matrices (Fig. 5). The 419
parcellations from the FC matrices were matched to 17 network labels
(Yeo et al., 2011), from which they were aggregated into eight cortical
groups (Yeo et al., 2015b) and a subcortical group (see section 2.4). In
general, FC data from both the VAB task (VABFC; Fig. 5a) and resting
state (RSFC; Fig. 5b) were broadly similar. For example, both the VABFC
and RSFC exhibited largely positive within-network correlations and
mixed directions for between-network correlations. These network cor-
relation patterns were generally similar to those observed in other data
sets (Yeo et al., 2011; Yeo et al., 2015b). Nevertheless, we also observed
differences between the two FC matrices. Using Network-based statistics
to correct for multiple comparisons (Zalesky et al., 2010), many con-
nections linking the Salience/Ventral attention and the Dorsal attention
networks showed statistically significant differences (Fig. 5c). Such dif-
ferences are consistent with the reported neural correlates of the atten-
tional blink, which are in frontal and parietal areas associated with the
ventral and dorsal attention networks (Marois et al., 2000; Marois and
Ivanoff, 2005). The differences in network function also support our
construction of CPMs based on either task or resting state fMRI data (see
sections 2, 2.3, and 3.3).

3.3. CPMs constructed using the present dataset

In this study, the models of primary interest are based on a vabCPM
that was trained with VAB behavioral performance and functional con-
nectivity data acquired during task performance (VABFC). Using this
vabCPM, we could successfully predict VAB performance from VABFC
(an example of Model type A; see section 2.5 for details). Predicted scores
positively correlated with actual performance scores (rs(71) ¼ 0.31, p ¼
.011), accounting for approximately 10% of the observed behavioral
variance (see scatterplot in Fig. 6a). When the vabCPM was tested with
resting state data (RSFC; an example of Model type B), however, the
relationship between predicted and actual scores was not significant
(rs(71)¼ 0.12, p¼ .34; Fig. 6b). Nevertheless, we used this second model
to predict scores for other behavioral tasks, seeking to compare the
predictions from the two sources of fMRI data.

Task predictions were made in relative performance ranks (Spearman
correlations), so these predictions readily applied to other rank-order
behavioral scores. When so applied, we found that Fluid Intelligence
performance could be positively predicted from task FC data, though not
significantly from rest FC data (Fig. 6c; corresponding values are tabu-
lated in Table C.1 in Appendix C). Critically, the correlations between
predicted and actual performance for Sustained Attention metrics were
negative, as were these correlations for Selective Attention tasks, albeit
less consistently (Fig. 6c). Such results may appear counterintuitive, as all
behavioral scores were re-coded so that larger values indicated better
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performance. Given the pattern of CPM predictions, one might expect a
corresponding pattern of behavioral correlations, with individuals whose
network data predicted better performance on the VAB and Fluid Intel-
ligence tasks performing worse on Sustained Attention and Selective
Attention tasks. In reality, however, VAB performance correlated insig-
nificantly or weakly positively with other task metrics, whereas Fluid
Intelligence performance was not significantly correlated with any other
tasks (see section 3.1.2 and Fig. 4). We return to this intriguing pattern of
results in the Discussion (sections 4.1 and 4.2).

Models built from task-specific behavioral data significantly pre-
dicted performance for each of the task metrics predicted from VAB-
based models (those including vabCPM), although the results were less
consistent between VABFC-based (Model type C) and RSFC-based (Model
type D) predictions (Fig. 6d; corresponding values are tabulated in
Table C.1 in Appendix C). Although it is possible that the different pre-
dictions reflect different information in the two FC data sources (Fig. 5),
it is unclear whether the differences are stable or simply reflect difficulty
in building models from fMRI data for which the behavioral data were
collected separately. Indeed, CPMs constructed from fMRI data collected
during task performance and that task’s behavioral scores tend to be
more robust (Rosenberg et al., 2016a; Rosenberg et al., 2018; Yoo et al.,
2017). Regardless, due to the same FC-behavior pair being used during
both training and test, significant negative predictions from the vabCPM
became positive, as expected (e.g., VSARTdprime, ANTerr, ANTrtvar and
ANTcert).

To examine whether model predictions were sensitive to the number
of edges selected during CPM training, we explored how rs changes as a
function of edge selection thresholds. Rs values were observed to be
reasonably stable across edge selection thresholds, though more varia-
tion was observed in task-specific models (Model types C and D) than in
VAB-based models (Model types A and B) (Figure C.1 and Figure C.2 in
Appendix C). Additionally, as p-values from LOOCV procedures can be
biased, we verified our results for the VAB using permutation testing;
significance from this method and parametric approaches was consistent
across Model type A instances (Table C.1 in Appendix C) and edge se-
lection thresholds (Figure C.3 in Appendix C). Each of these issues may
have contributed to the unexpected negative predictions for the
GradCPTdprime metric, an aspect of the results to which we return
below.

3.4. External sustained attention CPM

For external validation of our model predictions, we applied the
Sustained Attention CPM (saCPM; Rosenberg et al., 2016a) to our data
(see section 2.6). The saCPM was trained on fMRI and behavioral data
from the GradCPT, a sustained attention task (Rosenberg et al., 2016a).



Fig. 4. Behavioral score distributions and correlations. (Above diagonal) Spearman correlation coefficients for pairs of behavioral metrics along the x- and y-axes.
Most significant correlations were found within task domains, but some metrics correlated across the Sustained and Selective Attention task domains. In contrast,
Attentional Blink and Fluid Intelligence metrics largely did not correlate with other metrics. Since the purpose of this analysis was to identify any behavioral re-
lationships that might explain subsequent CPM results, no correction for multiple comparisons was applied. *p < .05, **p < .01, two-tailed. Red and blue shading
indicates positive and negative relationships, respectively. (Diagonal) Histograms of behavioral metric along the x- and y-axes. The behavioral data had been re-coded
so that larger values indicate better task performance for each measure (see section 2.2.3). These histograms show reasonable distributions for most metrics, though
some of these distributions depart from normality (see Table 3). (Below diagonal) Scatterplots reflect the distribution for the behavioral metrics along the corre-
sponding x- and y-axes.
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When applied to our data, the saCPM predictions were virtually mirror
images of our vabCPM predictions (Fig. 7). Specifically, whereas the
vabCPM predicted VAB and Fluid Intelligence performance positively
and predicted performance on many Sustained Attention and Selective
Attention tasks negatively, the saCPM predicted VAB and Fluid Intelli-
gence performance negatively and predicted performance on many Sus-
tained Attention and Selective Attention tasks positively.

With these findings, we also replicated the results from Rosenberg
et al. (2018). Specifically, the saCPM was able to predict the error rates
(ANTerr), reaction time variability (ANTrtvar), and conflict (ANTcert)
metrics for novel individuals in the ANT task. Conversely, we failed to
replicate the significant predictions for GradCPTdprime in our data,
contrary to expectations. This replication failure is puzzling because the
GradCPT behavioral data showed a reasonable spread of scores and good
test-retest reliability (Table 3), and the saCPM and vabCPM did make
11
significant predictions on other Sustained Attention metrics in our data
set.
3.5. Degree of overlap between predictive network pairs

To better understand how the underlying functional connectivity
networks contributed to the model predictions, we analyzed the extent to
which edges were shared between pairs of CPMs (see section 2.7). For
each pair, we calculated overlaps between positive network edges (those
that predicted better behavioral performance for the model’s task), be-
tween negative network edges, and across positive and negative network
edges (Fig. 8). The networks derived from the vabCPM (VAB network)
and saCPM (SA network) did not significantly overlap at similar network
edges (e.g. positive-positive edges in Fig. 8a and negative-negative edges
in Fig. 8b). Instead, they significantly overlapped only at opposing



Fig. 5. Functional connectivity (FC) matrices. Each edge was Fisher-transformed, and the resulting z-scores were averaged across participants. Edges found to
correlate with motion were set to zero. (a) VAB task FC matrix (VABFC). (b) Resting-state FC matrix (RSFC). VABFC and RSFC patterns were similar to one another and
to other data sets (Yeo et al., 2011; Yeo et al., 2015b). (c) Difference FC matrix (VABFC - RSFC). Colored edges represent ROI pairs with significantly different FC
values between task and rest (p < .05, two-tailed, corrected using Network-based statistics with an initial threshold of p < .005). Network connectivity between the
VABFC and RSFC are generally similar, but differences are also observed, notably in connections linking the Salience/Ventral attention and the Dorsal attention
networks. The 419 parcellations from the FC matrices were matched to 17 network labels (Yeo et al., 2011) (green labels), from which they were aggregated into eight
cortical groups (Yeo et al., 2015b) and a subcortical group (blue labels, spelled out in full in (a)). Subcortical regions include the brain stem, accumbens area,
amygdala, caudate, cerebellum, ventral diencephalon, hippocampus, pallidum, putamen, and thalamus. For the green labels, letters represent the networks within the
corresponding group, e.g., a(Default A), b(Default B), c(Default C), tp(TempPar), t(temporal pole in limbic region), o(orbital frontal cortex in limbic region), p(pe-
ripheral visual area), c(central visual area), and sc(subcortical).
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network edges, the positive edges from one model and the negative edges
from the other (Fig. 8c and d).

The overlaps between the VAB network and SA network accorded
with their overlaps with networks derived from other task-specific CPMs.
VAB network edges tended to overlap more with the opposing network
edges of the Sustained and Selective Attention models (Fig. 8c and d) as
compared to their similar network edges (Fig. 8a and b). In contrast, SA
network edges overlapped significantly with similar edges from each of
the Sustained and Selective Attention models, but with none of their
opposing edges. Finally, although VAB and Fluid Intelligence networks
overlapped significantly only at similar network edges, SA network edges
did not significantly overlap with either similar or opposing Fluid Intel-
ligence network edges.

Taken together, the pattern of edge overlaps accords with the pattern
of behavioral predictions. The VAB and SA networks overlapped at
opposing edges, and their predictions were also negatively related
(Fig. 7). Predictions for individual metrics also aligned with model
overlaps. In general, when a metric’s observed scores positively corre-
lated with scores predicted from the vabCPM or saCPM, that metric’s
CPM-derived network tended to overlap with the VAB or SA network at
similar network edges.

We also observed statistically significant overlaps between similar
network edges from Sustained and Selective Attention models (Fig. 8a
and b). Similarly, Rosenberg and colleagues observed substantial over-
laps between a high attention (positive) network from the GradCPT task
and networks predicting high accuracy and low RT variability (better
performance) in the ANT (Rosenberg et al., 2018). Taken together, these
results suggest that sustained and selective attention share similar func-
tional networks, at least in part. Such results also justify labels such as the
“successful attention network” (Rosenberg et al., 2018). Importantly,
these network overlaps are consistent with both the CPM predictions and
the behavioral relationships (Fig. 4). Significant network overlaps
involving the VAB network, however, were not accompanied by signifi-
cant behavioral relationships. We return to this observation in the
12
Discussion.
3.6. Anatomical locations of network edges

To better understand the networks that contribute to the successful
behavioral predictions from the vabCPM and the saCPM, we investigated
the anatomy of their underlying network edges (see section 2.8). Briefly,
for each pair of network groups (e.g. Visual and Salience/Ventral
Attention), we expressed the number of shared connections (network
edges) as a percentage of the number of possible connections between
that pair (Fig. 9). Edges that positively predicted VAB performance
occurred primarily between the Default network and several other net-
works, including the Salience/Ventral attention, Dorsal attention, and
Somatomotor networks (Fig. 9a). For negative network edges, the most
frequent connections occurred between the Salience/Ventral attention
network and several other networks, including the Dorsal attention,
Somatomotor, and Visual networks (Fig. 9b). Note that such connections
were also enhanced in VABFC compared to RSFC (Fig. 5c), and that the
connections across attention networks are consistent with the neural
correlates of the attentional blink (Marois et al., 2000; Marois and
Ivanoff, 2005). Negative network edges were also frequently found in
Somatomotor network connections to the Dorsal attention network and
to itself (within-network connections).

The SA network’s positive edges primarily included connections that
involved the Visual and Subcortical network groups (Fig. 9d). This
pattern represents the remapping of the connections between the cere-
bellum and the occipital lobe of the “high attention” network (Rosenberg
et al., 2016a) from the Shen-268 parcellation (Shen et al., 2013) to the
Schaefer-419 one (Schaefer et al., 2017). Negative network edges
included within-group connections in the TempPar and Subcortical net-
works (Fig. 9c), which accord well with the intra-temporal, intra--
cerebellar, and temporo-parietal connections in the “low attention”
network (Rosenberg et al., 2016a). We observed additional negative
edges within the Visual network and from the TempPar network to



Fig. 6. (Top) Predicted and observed ranks of VABresid scores for a CPM trained with task VABFC fMRI data and VABresid behavioral data (vabCPM), then tested with
either (a) task (VABFC) or (b) rest (RSFC) data. Black line indicates line of best fit, with broken line indicating a non-significant relationship. The top left corner of each
panel presents Spearman’s rank correlation results. The two correlation coefficients are also plotted as the y and x values of the red, upward-pointing triangle in (c).
(Bottom) Behavioral predictions from all CPMs. Each point represents a pair of Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients (rs) computed between observed and predicted
behavioral ranks for a given model type. (c) Predictions using vabCPM. Models were trained with VABFC and VABresid, and tested with either VABFC (y-axis) or RSFC
(x-axis) data. Note the successful positive predictions for the VAB and Fluid Intelligence, but successful negative predictions for some Selective and Sustained Attention
metrics. (d) Predictions from task-specific models. Models were both trained and tested with task data (VABFC; y-axis) or rest data (RSFC; x-axis). Many models could
successfully predict behavioral performance, though results often varied greatly across the FC source. For panels in (c) and (d), the dark gray region indicates where rs
values are significant at the p ¼ .01 level, and the lighter gray region indicates where rs values are significant at the p ¼ .05 level (uncorrected, with d.f. ¼ 71). The rs
values and corresponding p-values are tabulated in Table C.1 in Appendix C. A standard edge selection threshold (rthreshold ¼ 0.232, p ¼ .05) was used for all models,
though results were similar across a wide range of threshold values (Figure C.1 and Figure C.2 in Appendix C). Finally, as p-values from LOOCV procedures can be
biased, we verified our results using permutation testing; significance from this method and parametric approaches was consistent across Model type A instances
(Table C.1 in Appendix C) and edge selection thresholds (Figure C.3 in Appendix C).
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various other networks.
Although the VAB and SA networks involved largely dissociable sets

of edges, some critical edges appeared to be shared (Fig. 9e and f). Note
that these overlaps were at opposing edges (Fig. 8). Although overlap
percentages were numerically small, they included key network groups.
In particular, multiple identified connections involved the Default,
Salience/Ventral attention, or TempPar networks.

4. Discussion

4.1. Predictive attentional networks

We used Connectome-based Predictive Modeling (CPM), a machine
learning-based technique that associates task performance with func-
tional connectivity measures, to construct a predictive model of Visual
Attentional Blink (VAB) performance. Our model (vabCPM) successfully
predicted VAB performance in novel individuals from fMRI data. The
model’s predictions generalized to other task domains, including fluid
13
intelligence (Finn et al., 2015). Critically, vabCPM predictions for many
sustained and selective attention task scores correlated negatively with
the actual scores. As such, these significant predictions represent both
model generalization and an extension of previous CPM results (Rosen-
berg et al., 2016a; Rosenberg et al., 2018; Yoo et al., 2017), but with new
insights into attentional function owing to the divergent predictions.

For external validation of these results, we applied the Sustained
Attention CPM (saCPM; Rosenberg et al., 2016a), to our data. Previously,
the saCPM successfully predicted task performance for sustained atten-
tion tasks (e.g., the GradCPT; Rosenberg et al., 2016a) and selective
attention tasks (e.g., the Attention Network Task, ANT; Rosenberg et al.,
2018). Here we broadly replicated these results: The saCPM successfully
predicted sustained and selective attention task performance when
applied to our participants’ data. In the sustained attention domain,
however, significant predictions were found only for visual and auditory
SART (Sustained Attention to Response Task) scores, but curiously not
for GradCPT scores. In results that mirrored the vabCPM predictions, the
saCPM predictions for VAB scores were negatively correlated with the



Fig. 7. Comparison of predictions from the vabCPM and saCPM. Each point represents a pair of Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients (rs) computed between
observed and predicted behavioral scores for a given model type. (a) Predictions from VABFC data. Note the saCPM’s successful positive predictions for some Selective
and Sustained Attention metrics, with a successful negative prediction for the VAB. As noted above, the prediction directions were reversed for the vabCPM; indeed, the
prediction points fall close to the diagonal. (b) Predictions from RSFC data. The vabCPM and saCPM predictions went in opposite directions, and were generally similar
to the predictions from the VABFC. For both panels, the dark gray region indicates where rs values are significant at the p ¼ .01 level, and the lighter gray region
indicates where rs values are significant at the p ¼ .05 level (uncorrected, with d.f. ¼ 71). The edge selection threshold (rthreshold) corresponded to p ¼ .05 for all
models. The rs values and corresponding p-values for the saCPM are tabulated in Table C.2 in Appendix C. (See Fig. 6 for additional vabCPM details.).

Fig. 8. Percentage of edge overlap between net-
works from selected pairs of CPMs. Each task-
specific model was based on VABFC data (Model
type C). Model pairs with statistically significant
overlap (p < .05, FDR corrected) are indicated in
bold. Positive network edges predicted better
behavioral performance for their associated metric,
whereas negative network edges predicted worse
behavioral performance. Overlap between similar
network edges, (a) positive-positive and (b)
negative-negative. Sustained Attention (including
the saCPM) and Selective Attention models overlap
primarily on similar edges, as do Fluid Intelligence
and the vabCPM. Overlap between opposing
network edges, (c) negative-positive and (d)
positive-negative. The vabCPM network primarily
overlaps with Sustained Attention (including the
saCPM) and Selective Attention on their opposing
edges. Only task metrics that were significantly
predicted by vabCPMs using VABFC information
are shown. The full set of overlaps for all CPMs can
be found in Appendix D (Figs. D.1, D.2, D.3 and
D.4). Note that the highest overlap value for any
pairwise comparison, including each task metric
predicted from VABFC and RSFC, was 26.5%.
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Fig. 9. Anatomical locations of predictive attentional network edges. Each cell represents the number of shared connections between a pair of network groups,
expressed as a percentage of the number of possible connections between that pair. For details about network groups, see Fig. 5. (a) Positive and (b) negative VAB
network edges. (c) Negative and (d) positive SA network edges. The panel order has been reversed for easier comparison with the opposing edges from the VAB
network. (e) Positive VAB network edges and negative SA network edges (i.e. overlaps between (a) and (c)). (f) Negative VAB network edges and positive SA network
edges (i.e. overlaps between (b) and (d)). Overlap percentages were numerically small, but included key network groups, particularly Default and Salience/Ventral
Attention (Sal/VentAttn).
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observed scores.
This pattern of divergent predictions was also reflected in network

overlaps. For the networks derived from the vabCPM and the saCPM,
opposing network edges (i.e. positive from one, negative from the other)
overlapped significantly, whereas similar network edges did not. Inter-
estingly, the vabCPM network that predicted poorer VAB performance
(negative network) included greater network connectivity within and
between the dorsal and salience/ventral attention networks that have
been associated with the VAB deficit itself (Marois et al., 2000; Marois
and Ivanoff, 2005) as well as tasks requiring selective or sustained
attention (Asplund and Chee, 2013; Corbetta and Shulman, 2002). In
contrast, better VAB performance was associated with greater functional
connectivity between these attention networks and the default network,
a feature that has been associated with poorer sustained attention (Yeo
et al., 2015b).

Finally, models constructed from each behavioral task and our fMRI
data corroborated the divergent predictions and patterns of anatomical
overlaps. As all behavioral data had been coded such that larger values
indicated better performance, the divergent predictions indicate that
“good” or “bad” network function was contingent on the task and its
cognitive underpinnings. Moreover, the tasks were performed over
several days, suggesting that the individual differences were stable and
trait-like, not due to session-specific state effects.

4.2. Implications for cognitive mechanisms

Although the observed pattern of CPM predictions may seem coun-
terintuitive, it is consistent with both empirical evidence and theoretical
positions. Foremost, our study’s attention tasks represent different ways
of deploying voluntary attention. The VAB task requires rapid attentional
engagement, disengagement, and re-engagement; sustained attention
tasks require engagement over a prolonged period of time; the attention
network task (ANT) requires the direction of attention to relevant spatial
information. Skogsberg et al. (2015) proposed that the VAB and sus-
tained attention tasks lie at opposite ends of a transient-sustained
attention continuum. The VAB and ANT may involve different core
attentional functions: In the VAB, ‘attentional holding’ of one visual
object leads to the failure to create a second visual object, whereas in the
ANT, ‘attentional filtering’ selects spatial information (Rensink, 2013,
2015).

Empirical findings support the relative uniqueness of the VAB, while
also suggesting that the ANT and sustained attention are more closely
related. In our data, we found a general lack of behavioral correlations
between the VAB and other attention task measures, consistent with
previous studies of individual differences (Dale et al., 2013; Skogsberg
et al., 2015). Conversely, we found moderately strong correlations be-
tween sustained attention tasks and the ANT. These tasks have been
found to share similar functional networks (Rosenberg et al., 2018), a
result we also replicated.

Nevertheless, the conceptual separation of the VAB from other
attention tasks does not explain the opposing pattern of predictions from
the same networks (saCPM and vabCPM), and the statistically significant
overlaps between their opposing network edges. Two observations pro-
vide important context for this finding. First, the VAB has spawned a
variety of theoretical accounts (Dux and Marois, 2009), and its magni-
tude is sensitive to numerous disparate manipulations, ranging from
requiring online responses (Jolicoeur, 1998) to concurrently listening to
music (Olivers and Nieuwenhuis, 2005). As such, the VAB may have
multiple causes. Second, our VAB predictions were generally moderate (r
¼ 0.31 for vabCPM and r ¼ 0.24 for saCPM; 5–10% of the variance), far
smaller than the observed degree of stable individual differences (tes-
t-retest: r ¼ 0.71; 50% of the variance). It is possible that the CPMs
capture the variance associated with few, or even one, of the factors that
affect VAB magnitude. If so, what could that factor be?

One plausible explanation is that our predictions reflect an in-
dividual’s propensity to maintain a more diffuse state of attention. This
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idea is consistent with the overinvestment hypothesis, in which the VAB
results from too much attention being allocated to the first target; indeed,
mental training leading to a reduced focus on the first target results in a
smaller attentional blink effect (Slagter et al., 2007). Reducing attention
on the RSVP stream by listening to music or thinking about a vacation
also reduces the VAB deficit (Olivers and Nieuwenhuis, 2005, 2006).
Similar effects are found in studies of disposition: Individuals with a
greater propensity for mind-wandering (Thomson et al., 2015) or a
preference for global information over local information (Dale and
Arnell, 2010, 2015) tend to perform better in the VAB task. Furthermore,
mind-wandering has been linked to higher fluid intelligence and better
problem-solving abilities (Baird et al., 2011; Godwin et al., 2017; Uns-
worth andMcMillan, 2014). Such findings are consistent with the pattern
of predictions (e.g., successful prediction of fluid intelligence from
vabCPM) and network overlaps (e.g., vabCPM and CPM based on fluid
intelligence scores and resting state fMRI data) observed in the present
study. The relationship between fluid intelligence scores and VAB per-
formance could have been mediated by the brain’s reflection of diffuse
attentional deployment, despite the lack of behavioral correlation be-
tween the two measures.

Diffuse attentional states, however, are associated with lower per-
formance on tasks requiring more focused cognition. For example, in
sustained attention tasks, individuals more prone to lapses in attention
perform more poorly on the SART (Manly, 1999; Robertson et al., 1997;
Smilek et al., 2010). Within individuals, distractive thoughts are associ-
ated with lower SART accuracy, prolonged and more variable RTs, and
poorer response inhibition (Kam and Handy, 2014; Leszczynski et al.,
2017; Stawarczyk et al., 2011). In selective attention tasks, individuals
more prone to mind-wandering performed worse on the ANT task
(Gonçalves et al., 2017), and showed impaired exogeneous orienting of
attention (Hu et al., 2012).

Both mind-wandering states and traits are also reflected in patterns of
brain activity. Activity in the Default network and frontoparietal control
regions increases during mind-wandering (Fox et al., 2015). Similarly,
individuals more prone to mind-wander had increased connectivity both
within the Default network and between the Default network and fron-
toparietal control regions (Godwin et al., 2017). Such results are partially
consistent with our findings. Edges between the Default and attentional
networks (not the Control network) were related to positive VAB network
edges and negative SA network edges.

On the weight of the available evidence, we propose that our vabCPM
reflects individuals’ propensity towards diffuse attentional deployment.
That propensity could indicate an individual’s ability to diffusely attend,
their tendency to be in that state or mode, or both. We also suggest that
other CPMs, including the saCPM, could reflect the complementary
propensity towards more focused attentional deployment, amongst other
functions.

4.3. Predictions from “resting state”

Neuroimaging studies using ‘resting state’ data, in which subjects are
scanned while not engaged in any particular task, have become
increasingly popular. Initially used to identify functional architecture
(Biswal et al., 1995; Schaefer et al., 2017; Yeo et al., 2011), resting state
data have recently been used to test whether functional architecture
persists even when an individual is not engaged in a task that requires a
given neurocognitive network (Finn et al., 2015; Jangraw et al., 2018;
Lin et al., 2018; Rosenberg et al., 2016a; Yoo et al., 2017). Resting state
studies also have many logistical advantages, including relatively easy
standardization across multiple test sites and the potential for numerous
applications from a single data set. In the current study, resting state
CPMs (Model type D) replicated previous studies by successfully pre-
dicting sustained attention (Yoo et al., 2017), selective attention (Yoo
et al., 2017), and fluid intelligence (Finn et al., 2015) task performance.
We also replicated the result that models trained with task-concurrent FC
data generally predict task performance better than models trained from
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resting state data (Yoo et al., 2017). Finally, when applying our trained
vabCPM model to novel participants, predictions from task FC data were
superior to predictions from resting-state FC data (Finn et al., 2017;
Greene et al., 2018; Rosenberg et al., 2016a; Rosenberg et al., 2018). This
result might be due to amplification of behaviorally relevant individual
differences in network patterns while performing a task (Greene et al.,
2018).

4.4. Methodological considerations

Although we followed the guidelines in Shen et al. (2017) when
developing our CPMs, there are two notable methodological differences.
First, previous studies used the volumetric Shen-268 parcellation (Shen
et al., 2013), but we used the surface-based Schaefer-419 parcellation
(Schaefer et al., 2017). Second, previous studies have constructed linear
models for associating network strength and behavioral scores, with
predictions assessed using Spearman correlations (Fountain-Zaragoza
et al., 2019; Lin et al., 2018; Rosenberg et al., 2016a; Rosenberg et al.,
2018). We instead formed linear models from the ranks directly. Despite
these differences, we still observed prediction patterns that were largely
consistent and comparable to previous studies, providing evidence that
CPMs are reasonably robust across such variations.

One final consideration concerns sample size. Although our sample
(n ¼ 73) was comparable to or larger than many other studies employing
CPM (Fountain-Zaragoza et al., 2019; Lin et al., 2018; Rosenberg et al.,
2016a; Rosenberg et al., 2018), the small-to-medium correlation values
could be more definitively explored with larger samples, such as those
available through the Human Connectome Project. We hope that other
researchers will attempt to replicate our results (as we have attempted to
do for various tasks here) and apply our models to larger data sets.

5. Conclusion

In this study, we constructed a new model (vabCPM) using
connectome-based predictive modeling that successfully predicted visual
attentional blink (VAB) performance. Furthermore, vabCPM predictions
for many sustained and selective attention task scores were negatively
correlated with the actual scores. This pattern of prediction was mirrored
by a previous model of sustained attention, the saCPM, which predicted
sustained and selective attention task scores positively, but predicted VAB
negatively. The divergent pattern of predictions was reflected in the
network anatomy, with statistically significant overlaps across the
vabCPM’s positive edges and the saCPM’s negative edges, and vice versa.
Better VAB performance was associated with greater connectivity be-
tween the default mode network and both the dorsal and ventral
17
attention networks. Conversely, worse performance was associated with
greater connectivity between the salience/ventral attention network and
networks including the dorsal attention, somatosensory/motor, and vi-
sual networks. We suggest that our vabCPM may represent an in-
dividual’s propensity to diffusely deploy attention, leading to better
performance for some tasks and worse for others.
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Appendix A
Table A.1
Detailed protocol from the full study from which the present data derives.

Session Tasks/Questionnaires Session Description Session Dur

(hr)
0(practice)
 Visual Attentional Blink (VAB) task
 Participants were briefed on the study protocol and completed a target-probe Attentional Blink (AB) task to
obtain a measure of baseline performance. Participants were only eligible to continue with the subsequent
sessions if they obtained an average of 75% and above for target discrimination accuracy in the first session.
Participants were not informed about their performance until the end of all experimental sessions.
1

1
 Visual AB and surprise-induced blindness
(SiB) task (in-scanner)
Participants had to return to the laboratory 3–14 days after the previous session. This session consisted of a
1.5 h long fMRI scan. Task order was fixed across participants.
2.5
(continued on next column)
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Table A.1 (continued )
Session
 Tasks/Questionnaires
 Session Description
18
Session Dur
(hr)
No time limit was imposed on any of the questionnaires so participants could complete them at their own
pace. All questionnaires were administered online using Qualtrics (Qualtrics, 2005).
Short-Sleep Questionnaire
Visual Sustained Attention to Response
task (12 min)
Attentional Network Task (30 min)
Theories of Intelligence Questionnaire
2
 Gradual-onset continuous Performance
Task (15 min)
This session took place the day after the previous session.
Task order for the first 3 tasks was counterbalanced across participants.
2

Auditory Sustained Attention to
Response task (12 min)
Auditory AB and Surprise-induced
deafness (SiD) task
Visual AB task
Visual AB task with colour-salient
training
3
 Visual AB and SiB task
 This session took place the day after the previous session.
The Raven’s Progressive Matrices task was an adapted version of the actual task that only consisted of 9
questions with no time limit given.
Task order was fixed across participants.
2

Visual Sustained Attention to Response
task (12 min)
Attentional Network Task (30 min)
Adult ADHD Self-Report Scale
Questionnaire
Online Dimensional Change Card Sorting
(DCCS) task
Raven’s Progressive Matrices
Loss Aversion task
4
 Gradual-onset continuous Performance
Task (15 min)
This session took place the day after the previous session.
Decision-making tasks included a cups task and an explore-exploit task.
Task order for the first three computerized tasks and questionnaires were counterbalanced and randomized
across participants.
2

Auditory Sustained Attention to
Response task (12 min)
Auditory AB and Surprise-induced
deafness (SiD) task
Media-Multitasking Video Game
Questionnaire
Personality Inventory for DSM-5 for
adults
Wender Utah Rating Scale
Musical background and experience
questionnaire
Decision-making tasks
Demographic Questionnaire
5
 Visual AB and surprise-induced blindness
(SiB) task (in-scanner)
This session was held between 5 and 14 days from Session 1 and consisted of a 1.5 h long fMRI scan using
an identical protocol so as to investigate test-retest reliability. Participants were encouraged to take breaks
between experimental blocks and between tasks to alleviate fatigue.
1.5
Appendix B
Table B.1
Correlation between behavioral scores and motion parameters from the Visual Attentional Blink task fMRI session. *p < .05, uncorrected.

Task domain Task Max displacement Mean displacement Mean frame-to-frame displacement Max rotation Mean frame-to-frame intensity
Attentional Blink
 VABresid
 �0.047
 0.049
 0.080
 �0.056
 �0.006

AABresid
 �0.092
 �0.106
 �0.085
 �0.182
 0.314*
Sustained Attention
 GradCPTdprime
 �0.270*
 �0.277*
 �0.231
 �0.199
 �0.147

VSARTdprime
 �0.270*
 �0.021
 �0.054
 �0.218
 �0.105

ASARTdprime
 �0.459*
 �0.252*
 �0.274*
 �0.308*
 �0.256*
Selective Attention
 ANTerr
 �0.179
 �0.249*
 �0.278*
 �0.100
 �0.011

ANTrtvar
 �0.245*
 �0.146
 �0.130
 �0.210
 �0.120

ANTaert
 0.048
 �0.262*
 �0.127
 0.002
 0.149

ANToert
 �0.004
 0.006
 0.012
 0.029
 0.191

ANTcert
 �0.180
 �0.143
 �0.155
 �0.070
 �0.066
Fluid Intelligence
 RavensAcc
 �0.345*
 �0.208
 �0.278*
 �0.328*
 �0.012
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Table B.2
Correlation between behavioral scores and motion parameters from the resting state fMRI session. *p < .05, uncorrected.

Task domain Task Max displacement Mean displacement Mean frame-to-frame displacement Max rotation Mean frame-to-frame intensity
19
Attentional Blink
 VABresid
 �0.120
 0.043
 0.073
 �0.110
 0.029

AABresid
 �0.088
 0.021
 0.085
 �0.131
 0.319*
Sustained Attention
 GradCPTdprime
 �0.298*
 �0.218
 �0.235
 �0.289*
 �0.061

VSARTdprime
 �0.336*
 0.041
 �0.007
 �0.316*
 �0.092

ASARTdprime
 �0.275*
 �0.216
 �0.196
 �0.213
 �0.208
Selective Attention
 ANTerr
 �0.038
 �0.199
 �0.207
 �0.040
 �0.045

ANTrtvar
 �0.269*
 �0.085
 �0.141
 �0.191
 �0.024

ANTaert
 �0.105
 �0.104
 �0.135
 �0.105
 0.148

ANToert
 0.166
 0.109
 0.139
 0.171
 0.150

ANTcert
 �0.078
 �0.177
 �0.170
 �0.063
 �0.143
Fluid Intelligence
 RavensAcc
 �0.164
 �0.167
 �0.171
 �0.217
 �0.026
Appendix C
Table C.1
Behavioral predictions from CPMs. Values indicate rs and uncorrected, two-tailed p-values from Spearman’s partial rank correlation, computed between predicted and
observed behavioral scores, controlled for motion. The p-value corresponding to each rs was found by transforming the correlation coefficients to Student’s t values by
the partialcorr.m function in (MATLAB, 2014). Degrees of freedom for these tests were 66 for Models A and C, and 61 for Models B and D (for AABresid, these d.f. values
were 2 lower). To verify the results from standard r-to-p conversions, p-values were also computed using permutation testing (see Methods section 2.5.2.5) for Model A
and reported in the column perm p. Note that all task scores had been re-oriented so that larger values indicate better task performance.

Task domain Model A Model B Model C Model D
Train
 VABFC-VABresid
 VABFC-VABresid
 VABFC-Task
 RSFC-Task
Test
 VABFC-Task
 RSFC-Task
 VABFC-Task
 RSFC-Task
Task
 rs
 p
 perm p
 rs
 p
 rs
 p
 rs
 p
Attentional Blink
 VABresid
 0.308
 0.011*
 .027*
 0.123
 0.338
 0.308
 0.011*
 0.148
 0.228

AABresid
 0.04
 0.748
 0.419
 �0.107
 0.411
 0.135
 0.279
 �0.053
 0.672
Sustained Attention
 VSARTdprime
 �0.268
 0.027*
 .013*
 �0.19
 0.135
 0.245
 0.044*
 0.062
 0.617

ASARTdprime
 �0.062
 0.617
 0.306
 �0.212
 0.096
 �0.021
 0.866
 0.201
 0.1

GradCPTdprime
 0.058
 0.637
 0.338
 �0.097
 0.451
 �0.265
 0.029*
 0.226
 0.063
Selective Attention
 ANTerr
 �0.33
 0.006*
 .001*
 �0.308
 0.014*
 0.346
 0.004*
 0.14
 0.256

ANTrtvar
 �0.36
 0.003*
 .001*
 �0.414
 0.001*
 0.24
 0.049*
 0.232
 0.057

ANTaert
 0.051
 0.682
 0.317
 0.141
 0.269
 0.033
 0.787
 �0.061
 0.619

ANToert
 0.063
 0.609
 0.295
 0.128
 0.318
 0.124
 0.313
 0.032
 0.793

ANTcert
 �0.252
 0.038*
 .022*
 �0.333
 0.008*
 0.032
 0.798
 0.262
 0.031*
Fluid Intelligence
 RavensAcc
 0.245
 0.044*
 .016*
 0.224
 0.077
 �0.125
 0.31
 0.374
 0.002*
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Fig. C.1. CPM predictions for models trained with VAB functional connectivity and behavioral data (Model types A and B) across edge selection thresholds. Within
each subplot, the y-axis represents Spearman’s rank correlation values, rs, computed between predicted and observed task performance, controlled for motion.
Horizontal gray lines indicate the corresponding p ¼ .01, .05, .10, .10, .05, .01 (top to bottom) uncorrected levels of significance from standard r-to-p conversions, d.f.
¼ 71 (69 for AAB). The x-axis represents edge selection thresholds, rthreshold. The vertical gray line indicates the rthreshold at the p ¼ .05 level of significance, d.f. ¼ 70
(68 for AAB) due to one left-out participant during training. X-axis labels at the top of each plot indicate the average number of edges selected across all leave-one-out
iterations at the corresponding rthreshold on the bottom x-axis.
20
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Fig. C.2. CPM predictions for models trained from task-specific behavioral data (Model types C and D) across edge selection thresholds. Within each subplot, the y-
axis represents Spearman’s rank correlation values, rs, computed between predicted and observed task performance, controlled for motion. Horizontal gray lines
indicate the corresponding p ¼ .01, .05, .10, .10, .05, .01 (top to bottom) uncorrected levels of significance from standard r-to-p conversions, d.f. ¼ 71 (69 for AAB).
The x-axis represents edge selection thresholds, rthreshold. The vertical gray line indicates the rthreshold at the p ¼ .05 level of significance, d.f. ¼ 70 (68 for AAB) due to
one left-out participant during training. X-axis labels at the top of each plot indicate the average number of edges selected across all leave-one-out iterations at the
corresponding rthreshold on the bottom x-axis.
21
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Fig. C.3. Permutation results of predicting VABresid data from VAB FC information, using the vabCPM (Model type A). The black line indicates Spearman’s rank
correlation values (rs) computed between predicted and observed task performance, controlled for motion. Horizontal gray lines indicate the corresponding p ¼ .01,
.05, .10, .10, .05, .01 (top to bottom) uncorrected levels of significance from standard r-to-p conversions, based on N ¼ 73. Green sections indicate p < .05 level of
significance from permutation testing. Magenta sections indicate p � .05 level of significance from permutation testing. Our analysis demonstrates a high level of
consistency in the significance of rs values between using standard r-to-p conversions (black line) and using permutation testing (green/magenta line) for the majority
of edge selection thresholds.
Table C.2
Results of applying the saCPMmodel to data in the present study. Values indicate rs and uncorrected, two-tailed p-values from Spearman’s rank correlation,
computed between predicted and observed behavioral scores. The p-value corresponding to each rs was found using standard r-to-p conversions, with d.f.¼
71 (69 for AABresid). All task scores had been re-coded so that larger values indicate better task performance.

Task domain Task saCPM (VABFC) saCPM (RSFC)
22
rs
 p
 rs
 p
Attention Blink
 VABresid
 �0.235
 0.045*
 �0.155
 0.191

AABresid
 0.049
 0.684
 �0.132
 0.271
Sustained Attention
 VSARTdprime
 0.278
 0.018*
 0.271
 0.021*

ASARTdprime
 0.117
 0.323
 0.290
 0.013*

GradCPTdprime
 0.027
 0.822
 0.086
 0.469
Selective Attention
 ANTerr
 0.322
 0.005*
 0.156
 0.189

ANTrtvar
 0.329
 0.005*
 0.270
 0.021*

ANTaert
 �0.057
 0.629
 �0.099
 0.405

ANToert
 �0.101
 0.397
 �0.155
 0.190

ANTcert
 0.224
 0.057
 0.384
 0.001*
Fluid Intelligence
 RavensAcc
 �0.059
 0.620
 �0.229
 0.052
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Appendix D

Fig. D.1. Percentage of edge overlap for positive network edges between each pair of models. The value within each cell indicates the percentage of overlap between
the pair of models on the corresponding x and y axes. Overlaps between the vabCPM (saCPM) with the other models are illustrated in the column (row) bounded in the
red (black) of each plot. Axes labels also reflect the FC-Task pair used for training the task-specific model.
23
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Fig. D.2. Percentage of edge overlap for negative network edges between each pair of models. The value within each cell indicates the percentage of overlap between
the pair of models on the corresponding x and y axes. Overlaps between the vabCPM (saCPM) with the other models are illustrated in the column (row) bounded in the
red (black) of each plot. Axes labels also reflect the FC-Task pair used for training the task-specific model.
24
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Fig. D.3. Percentage of edge overlap between negative network (y-axis) and positive network (x-axis) edges. The value within each cell indicates the percentage of
overlap between the pair of models on the corresponding x and y axes. Overlaps between the vabCPM (saCPM) with the other models are illustrated in the column
(row) bounded in the red (black) of each plot. Axes labels also reflect the FC-Task pair used for training the task-specific model.
25
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Fig. D.4. Percentage of edge overlap between positive network (y-axis) and negative network (x-axis) edges. The value within each cell indicates the percentage of
overlap between the pair of models on the corresponding x and y axes. Overlaps between the vabCPM (saCPM) with the other models are illustrated in the column
(row) bounded in the red (black) of each plot. Axes labels also reflect the FC-Task pair used for training the task-specific model.
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